SAMTIM Enterprises is excited to introduce EULA™ Mobile Screen (patent pending) to select markets - of which YOU are a key component. The proprietary optical panel of EULA™ Mobile Screen offers the trusted SAMTIM advantage of anonymity, without sacrificing the benefits of transparency – now with locking casters! From an administrative standpoint, this obfuscated transparency offers many legal advantages that our creative clientele are certain to appreciate – regardless of their own unique applications.

The engineered lenticular panel of EULA™ Mobile Screen acts to conceal select objects and individuals, offering a deployable mechanism capable of accelerating a variety of agendas. Drawing upon the legal precedents set by End User License Agreements and Terms of Service contracts, the presence of EULA™ Mobile Screen enforces compliance. In our contemporary condition where safety is paramount, EULA™ Mobile Screen is a timely infrastructural solution for entities looking to address the innumerable privacy concerns involved in essential business.

Whether you are a multinational corporation desiring to obfuscate perception of oppressive work conditions during routine inspection; a museum or art institution looking to simultaneously display and hide permanent collections of problematic artworks and artifacts; an airport whose Transportation Security Administration agents need to discreetly perform invasive searches; a High-Net-Worth Individual concealing identities to maintain public image; or any individual requiring creative framing to achieve their desired results; EULA™ Mobile Screen from SAMTIM is designed to be YOUR SOLUTION to YOUR PROBLEM – regardless of the optics!